(1) érnésato legesthai huios thugatros Pharaó (Heb. 11:24) refused These constructions all seem quite parallel in form to their English counterparts and thus would presumably be represented syntactically as having PRO as subject of the infinitive, 2 All non-Modern forms and sentences for Greek are given in transliteration based on standard Greek orthography (though without accents), even though this orthography really reflects only Classical Greek pronunciation, not that in later stages of the language. Still, since the non-Modern forms are all known from written textual attestations, it seems best to present them in a rendering of their spelled form, even if it is not an adequate representation of the pronunciation at all stages after the 5th century BC. Modern
Greek forms are given in a roughly phonemic transcription. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] just as is the usual representation in GB theory for the parallel English sentences. Thus (1) through (3) could be represented as in (4) However, while verbs such as arkhomai, epithumó, tolmó, like-subject theló, and others (see below) occur exclusively with infinitival complementation in Hellenistic Greek of the New Testament, some verbs and some constructions show a variant in complement-type that might point to a different syntactic representation; in particular, as part of an on-going development within Hellenistic Greek that continued on into and through Medieval Greek, reaching full generalization to all complement structures by early Modern Greek, complement clauses that are finite (i.e., with agreement features) and are introduced by the conjunction hína (in its later form, na) could substitute for the infinitive.
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3 Some examples are given in (5), contrasting with infinitival constructions in (2) and (3) above:
(5) a. ouk eimi egó aksios hina lusó autou not am/1SG I/NOM worthy/NOM CONJN loosen/1SG his ton himanta tou hupodématos (Jn. 1:27) the-strap/ACC the-sandal/GEN 'I am not worthy to loosen his sandal-strap'
(literally: "I am not worthy that I loosen his sandal-strap") b. hupagei eis to mnémeion hina klauséi ekei (Jn. 11:31) goes/3SG to the-tomb/ACC CONJN cry/3SG there 'She is going to the tomb to cry there' (literally: "She is going to the tomb (in order) that she cry there"). January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Moreover, in later Hellenistic Greek, other verbs that had been exclusively infinitival in New Testament Greek, especially théló 'want', in its like-subject uses, as in (6a), came to occur with finite complements, as in (6b) (literally: 'The Jews want that (they) murder him'.
D i s c o v e r y
One important observation at this point is that Hellenistic Greek, as indeed all known stages of Greek have been, was a pro-Drop language, and thus allowed finite clauses without an overtly expressed subject; several of the main-clause verbs in the examples above show this aspect of Greek syntax clearly, for no overt subject, whether a noun or a pronoun, appears with the main verbs in (1), (2), (3), or (5b), for instance, and yet these sentences are well-formed. Thus Hellenistic Greek, in addition to the empty category PRO as the subject of infinitivals, would also, within a GB approach to syntax, have had a pro subject as well, representing the (potentially) empty subject of finite verbs. This observation raises the question of what the empty category is in the complement clause of the innovative infinitiveless sentences of the type found in (6b); in particular, is the subject of the finite complement 4 While a subjunctive verb, i.e. phoneuósin, might well be expected in the complement of (6b), based on Classical Greek usage, an apparent indicative form ocurrs instead; most likely, given the somewhat late date of the text (c. 350AD, according to the received opinion), the use of an indicative here is testimony to the effacing of the subjunctive/indicative distinction that began early in the Post-Classical period due to the effects of sound change and various levellings. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] verb a controlled empty category, that is, PRO occurring with a finite verb, or is it simply pro, the result of Subject pro-Drop in the complement clause? If the former, then some adjustment in the assumptions about PRO must be made, and if the latter, then some mechanism may be needed to assure like-subject interpretations.
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1.1 (
PRO or pro in Greek Control Structures?
Relevant to the question of whether finite complement structures in control contexts, such as (6b) with theló 'want', have a controlled PRO or instead a pro as the lower clause subject is the fact that the complement of theló need not have a subject that is identical with the main clause subject. This observation holds both for infinitival complements, in which case Greek shows the "accusative with infinitive" complementation, and for the innovative finite complements; both types could even occur conjoined, as indicated in (7), where the first conjunct has accusative case-marking on the subject of the infinitive while the second conjunct has the innovative finite complementation with no accusative subject: 5 (7) theló de pantas humas lalein glóssais mallon de 5 The accusative plus infinitive complementation may involve Subject-to-Object Raising, though other analyses have been offered (see, e.g., Miller 1970??? where it is argued that t h i s construction has accusative simply as part of the marking of a complement subject (with acc marking in sentential subjects being an argument against SOR; and s e e Philippaki-Warburton xxxx re "accusativus cum infinitivo" xxxx; nothing in this paper hinges crucially on the analysis of this type of complementation, but I am inclined to see it as involving
Raising. An argument for Raising from the diachronic development of this type is given in Joseph 1992, based on the fact that there is an apparent noninfinitival continuation of it that has an accusative and a full finite complement clause, though the analysis of that type in Modern Greek is admittedly controversial (see Joseph 1978 Joseph /1990 : 252ff., notes G,H,L,N and the Appendix, for references and discussion). January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] want/1SG but all/ACC you/ACC speak/INF tongues/DAT more but hina prophéteuéte (1Cor. 14:5) CONJN prophesy/2PL.SUBJNC 'I want you all to speak in tongues or rather to prophesy' (literally: "I want you all to speak in tongues but even more that you prophesy'
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In the first conjunct, there is an overt subject (humas) with the complement verb whereas in the second conjunct, there is a finite second person plural subjunctive verb but no overt subject. Since that subject would not be in a position to be controlled by a higher-clause nominal, but also because there is no particular emphasis on the complement clause subject, the most reasonable assumption concerning the missing subject with prophéteuéte is that pro-Drop is responsible. This analysis in turn suggests that a controlled (i.e. like-subject) finite complement subject, as in (6b), is also missing due to pro-Drop.
That is, assuming that pro-Drop is at work in the complement clause of (6b) means that one can generalize over (7) and (6b) and posit pro-Drop as the cause of the absence of the subject of finite complement clauses in general. The fact that theló can have either a complement with a like-subject, as in (6), or one with an unlike subject, as in (7), is consistent with this approach, for one need not say anything syntactic about the control properties of main verb theló . The meaning of theló as a main verb is such that it allows complements with subjects that are identical to the main clause subject as well as those with subjects that are not identical. Then one need only posit that theló innovatively simply takes as its complement a full finite clause, with any sort of subject, and pro-Drop does the rest; the like-subject interpretation is a function of the complement clause having a like-subject in underlying structure, a like-subject that (generally) does not surface due to pro-Drop, and the unlike-subject interpretation similarly is a function of the complement clause having an unlike-subject in underlying structure, a subject which, when pronominal, also does not (generally) surface, again due to the requirements of pro-Drop. There may be additional evidence that pro-Drop is at work from a consideration of the differences between (6b), which shows that the subordinate clause subject in the innovative finite complementation can be empty, and seemingly parallel sentences in which a complement subject appears overtly. Caution is necessary here, for the best available apparent example of that sort 6 , from the Epistles of Ignatius from the early 2nd century AD, as given in (8), may be subject to an alternative interpretation; thus the Greek and a word-byword gloss is given first, and a translation and ultimate interpretation vis-à-vis control follow after some discussion: The relevant issue in the interpretation of (8) is whether the hina-clause is really an object complement to thelésate (and thus substituting innovatively for what earlier would have been an accusative plus infinitive structure) or is instead an adjunct final purpose or result clause that is essentially independent of thelésate. In the latter case, the use of the hina-clause need not be innovative but could simply be a continuation of the Classical (and Hellenistic) Greek use of finite purpose or result clauses. Sophocles (1914: s.v.) seems to take this sentence in the former interpretation, since he cites it without any punctuation separating thelésate and hina; for him, the translation would be 7 'You might want yourselves also to be acceptable' (literally: 'You might want that and you be acceptable'). For Lake (1970: 237) , however, the sentence is cited with a comma (presumably an editorial addition) separating thelésate 6 Though see (9) and footnote 8 for other possible examples.
7 I say "would be" since Sophocles does not translate this example; rather Sophocles cites it as an instance where theléthéte means 'be acceptable', and the example appears in the lemma for theló under the general heading of "with hína, where the classical language uses the infinitive", suggesting he indeed does take this example as an instance of the innovative finite replacement for the earlier infinitive. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] and hina; and the translation is 'Desire it [i.e. to live after the manner of men], in order that you also may be desired'. Deciding between these two interpretations is difficult, and it may well be that both are possible. Other parallel sentences are equally open to both types of interpretation; for instance, (9), also from Ignatius's Epistle to the Romans (3.1), shows how hard it can be to decide for certain: (9) where there is identity between a main clause subject and the subject of a finite complement clause, so that an interpretation of the hina-clause as the complement of theló meaning simply 'want, be willing' seems quite possible also. 8 8 Interestingly, Foy cites this example with hopós rather than hina as the subordinating conjunction, the form also for this example in the edition of Migne (1894: 806) , so Lake may have "normalized" the syntax to hina. This does not alter the syntax of the example, for it simply means that some writers used a different conjunction, one that introduced finite complements to other verbs in Classical Greek (e.g. see below regarding peiraó in Classical Greek). Foy also cites an example from the Apocrypha, specifically the Gospel of Nicodemus (also known as Acta Pilati, the same text that is the source of (6b)), of a like-subject finite complement to theló introduced by hina: January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] To a certain extent, with regard to developing an argument that pro-Drop is involved in the absence of subjects of finite clauses, the exact interpretation of (8) and (9) may not matter. In either case, one could argue that such subordinate clauses without an overt subject cannot have a PRO subject.
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Assuming for the moment that Sophocles' interpretation of the hina-clause in (8) is correct and that it is a complement rather than a purpose or result clause adjunct, then the argument for the operation of pro-Drop in the complement of finite control structures is that the conditions under which the controlled complement subject appears overtly in (8) are exactly those that are predicted in an account that invokes pro-Drop in the subordinate clause. In particular, the subordinate clause subject in (8) is supported by the emphasizing element kai, here meaning 'also'; thus its appearance in (8) is exactly parallel to the appearance of the main clause subject in (6a), kai humeis thelete ..., which similarly was emphasized with kai. Such is to be expected if pro-Drop is responsible for absence of the lower clause subject, for emphatic subjects would not be suppressed by pro-Drop. The appearance of a subject in the finite complement when it is emphatic, as in (8) 'He said this, wanting to seize you' (literally: "...wanting that he seize you").
Given that there are several possible Hellenistic examples of like-subject complements with theló, and that this type eventually develops, it seems justified to accept this as a legitimate Hellenistic syntagm. 9 The fact that a case-maked (here, nominative) pronoun occurs in the subordinate clause of (8) January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Even if, on the other hand, the hina-clause in (8) is not a complement in the usual sense but rather a purpose or result adjunct clause, the argument about pro-Drop can still go through, under the assumption that a missing subject in a purpose clause was at some stage of Greek to be represented by PRO. Although finite purpose clauses were possible in Classical Greek and in Hellenistic Greek, so too were infinitives of purpose; it is not clear if hina (hopós)-clauses after theló can be construed as replacements for infinitives of purpose, but if they can, and if the missing subject with infinitival purpose clauses is a PRO (as assumed above for (3)), then the same question about a missing subject in (9) can be asked, namely whether it is PRO or pro. The evidence of (8), with its emphatic subordinate subject in just the place where a pro-Drop account would predict, thus is consistent with the assumption of pro as the missing subject, regardless of whether the clause is a purpose clause (that is, an adjunct) or a real complement clause.
In this account, therefore, not only is the need eliminated for positing PRO in the innovative structures with finite complements, but also crucial reference is made to the meaning of the complement totheló as like-subject or unlike-subject, and thus to the meaning of the overall combination of theló with its complement. These developments suggest, therefore, that the approach in which control is viewed as being tied to lexical semantics may well have some validity.
The relevance of lexical semantics to an understanding of control emerges also when one looks at the classes of predicates that in Hellenistic Greek were most resistant to encroachment of the infinitive by a hina clause. These include verbs and adjectives whose Bouchard 1984 or Varlokosta & Hornstein 1993 , the latter specifically on Modern Greek) while pro can only occur in such positions (as in Rizzi 1986 ). January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] basic semantics would seem to require like-subject control, 10 in that an unlike-subject complement with them is difficult to even conceive of, such as arkhomai 'begin', dunamai 'can, be able, have the power to' (and its later synonym, euporó 'be able', via a semantic shift from the Hellenistic meaning of 'have plenty, be well off, have (financial) ability'), dunatos '(be) capable; (be) in a position to', and opheiló 'be obligated; ought'. The relative lateness of their giving way to finite complementation is shown by the fact that is essentially just these verbs that still allow an infinitive optionally in Medieval Greek, as argued in Joseph (1978 Joseph ( /1990 . Thus the collection of those predicates which hold out the longest in the face of the onslaught, as it were, of finite complementation is not a random assortment of verbs and adjectives, sprinkled through the lexicon willy-nilly, but rather gives evidence of some semantic coherence in that they obligatorily impose a like-subject condition on their complement clauses.
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Further evidence of the importance of lexical semantics to control comes from the situation with the verb 'try' in Hellenistic Greek and later. In the Greek New Testament, the verbs for 'try', mostly peirazó 11 but also peiraomai, are well-behaved with respect to control, in that all examples of a complement clause involve an infinitive, and with no overt subject, the empty complement subject is always interpreted as like-subject, under control from the main-clause subject, as in (10): 12 10 It may well be that some of these verbs are actual Subject Raising verbs and not control verbs in the strict sense or admit both types of structures (as has been argued for begin in English, for instance, by Perlmutter 1970). The resistance of some of these predicates to the innovative use of the infinitive is noted by Jannaris (1897: §2090ff.).
11 This verb also means 'try' in the sense of to test or tempt someone.
12 This is leaving aside for the moment one example, discussed in more detail below, in which peirazó occurs not just with an infinitive, but with an accusative subject -different from the subject of peirazó - There is one example of peirazó, as pointed out in footnote 12, in which an overt subject, marked with the accusative case, occurs with the infinitive and is not interpreted under control from the main clause subject, as given in (12) January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] lexical semantics, and prospaqó provides further evidence against positing a PRO missing subject.
In particular, as illustrated in (13), prospaqó at first appears to exhibit syntactic control properties somewhat like those seen in Hellenistic sentences such as (6b) or (9), with a missing overt subject in the complement clause that is interpreted as identical with the main clause subject:
(13) qa prospaqíso na érqo FUT try/1SG SUBJNC come/1SG 'I will try to come'.
However, as (8) indicated for finite complements in Hellenistic Greek, a subject can be present in the complement clause imparting particular emphasis on the subject, as in (14),
suggesting that the absence of the subject in (13) January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Thus, prospaqó in Modern Greek is more like Hellenistic Greek theló 'want' than like Hellenistic peirazó 'try' in that it can take finite complements, whether like-subject or unlike-subject. In terms of the meaning of the complements, as opposed to their form, the unlike-subject example with peirazó, (12) above, shows that both Hellenistic peirazó and Modern prospaqó do not impose obligatory control over the subject of their complements, apparently like theló. There is a difference, however, between peirazó/prospaqó and theló.
The verb theló has essentially the same meaning with both like-and unlike-subject complement types, but such is not the case with peirazó/prospaqó. In its unlike-subject uses, prospaqó seems not to mean 'try' so much as something like 'facilitate' or 'cause to bring about; aid in bringing about'; 14 thus, (15b) really means 'I facilitate it so (i.e. try to make it come about) that John comes' whereas a like-subject use such as (10) means rather 'I make the attempt myself to bring it about that I come'. In a sense, then, like-subject peirazó/prospaqó and unlike-subject peirazó/prospaqó should be treated as essentially two different, but homophonous, lexical items, each with its own particular meaning.
15
The 14 In this way, 'try' is somewhat like the English verb hope, which with a like-complement-subject (e.g. I hope to win) has an inner-directed meaning but with an unlike-complement-subject (e.g. I hope for Robin to win) has a more outer-directed meaning. I am grateful to my colleague Bob Levine for bringing this to my attention and for other helpful discussion on this matter. Perlmutter 1970 draws attention also to verbs like threaten with different meanings as in There threatened to be a riot and They threatened to resign (and ambiguity in The students threatened to take over the building).
15 This is akin to the approach taken by Terzi 1992, who distinguishes two representations for Modern Greek prospaqó, each associated with different syntactic structures and different lexical entries: her 'try 1' (the like-subject verb) selects for a na-clause with a PRO subject, January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Modern Greek counterpart to Hellenistic Greek peirazó in its use with control of the subject position associated with its complement-clause infinitive is like-subject prospaqó, which could legitimately be thought of as a control verb itself, just not one that has PRO as subject of its complement clause. Such a verb would thus show control into a finite clause, though the syntactic mechanism for representing that control would not be PRO but rather pro, and the semantics of the main verb would guarantee that pro is always appropriately interpreted as being under control from the main clause subject. Like-subject peirazó/prospaqó, therefore, having the meaning 'try', can be thought of as obligatory control verbs, whereas unlike-subject peirazó/prospaqó would have the meaning 'aid in bringing about, facilitate' or the like, and would not be a control verb. In neither case would PRO need to be invoked; the missing subject could be a matter either of pro-Drop, for a finite complement, or derivable from the meaning of the main verb, for a pro subject. 16 The upshot of this examination of 'try', as in the other cases discussed in this section, is that PRO can be dispensed with for finite complements in favor of an approach to control that emphasizes the role played by lexical semantics. 17 The argumentation for Hellenistic and 'try 2' (the unlike-subject verb) selects for an adjunct na-clause and has pro or lexical nominal as subject.
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16 PRO would presumably still be needed for like-subject instances in Hellenistic Greek, such as in (10). 17 The prediction of Culicover & Wilkins (1986:121, fn. 2) is worth keeping in mind here, that in a language without an infinitive, "'control' would be accomplished differently" from the device of PRO that has been developed for an infinitival language like English. Still, note that it has been argued by Varlokosta & Hornstein 1993 that languages like Modern Greek have PRO in (at least some) finite complement clauses (those whose main verbs require obligatory like-subject complements) in addition to pro in others. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Greek is admittedly somewhat circumstantial, in that the sort of evidence one might look to in order to directly distinguish PRO from pro, as Varlokosta & Hornstein 1993 attempt to do for Modern Greek (see note 17), such as the possibility of split antecedents or sloppy as opposed to strict identity readings for anaphors under conditions of ellipsis, and the like, involves data not readily available for Hellenistic Greek.
However, leaving aside the cases like (5) and (6b) since they represent the constructions whose analysis is at issue here, there is evidence available for Hellenistic Greek that does suggest that an effect analogous to control into a finite clause is possible. This evidence comes from the copy-raising construction argued for by Marlett 1976 and discussed also in Joseph 1978 Joseph /1990 Joseph , 1992 Even with examples such as (16) under the analysis Marlett argues for, though, there is no necessity for positing PRO. In the case of nonsubjects, as in (16a), an overt coreferent pronominal element is always present, for Greek does not have a process by which nonsubject definite pronominals can generally be suppressed. When lower clause subjects are the "target" of the derived control, as in (16b), just as is argued above regarding (6b) and similar sentences, it can again be the case that pro-Drop is at work. Relevant here is the fact that, as in (17) (literally: "They knew him that he was the one sitting...").
18 And, as noted above in footnote (9) with regard to (8), the overtly case-marked (nominative) subordinate clause subject in (17) speaks in favor of the pro analysis and against the PRO analysis. 19 The emphasis is evident in some available translations; the Gideons International translation, for instance, has "Then they knew that it was he who sat ...". January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] Thus in the one Hellenistic clear case of non-freely interpreted pronominals in a finite clause -that is, in control structures in the broadest sense -there is no need to invoke PRO. By extension, therefore, in cases like (6b), there would similarly be no reason to think of anything other than pro as the representation of the missing subject in the complement clause. Interpretation of pro as controlled by the main clause subject would be derivable from the lexical semantics of the main clause verb; a predicate meaning 'try' or 'capable, or the like, would exert obligatory (like-subject) control, whereas a verb meaning 'want' would allow complement clauses with controlled subjects or with freely selected subjects.
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Conclusion -Diachronic Syntax and Control
What all these historical developments with control in Hellenistic Greek point to, therefore, especially with regard to the innovative finite complement structures that emerge in later Hellenistic Greek and continue to spread at the expense of infinitival complements in Medieval Greek and on into Modern Greek, is that control is an inherently semantic notion, a phenomenon that is more a matter of lexical semantics than of syntax per se.
By way of conclusion, since the potentially interesting aspects of control structures in Greek seem to be the developments noted here that were emerging towards the end of the Hellenistic period, continuing on into post-Hellenistic Greek, it is interesting to consider what this historical evidence may mean for the study of historical syntax and syntactic change, in the Greek context and even more generally.
In studying the historical syntax of a language, researchers are often in the position of having to reconstruct what the starting point for a particular construction was or to make educated guesses in order to fill in gaps in the documentary record. However, those interested in tracing developments in the historical syntax of the Greek language are fortunate in having not only the rich attestation of Classical Greek from roughly the 8th January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] through the 4th centuries BC 20 but also the abundant evidence of contemporary Modern
Greek serving, respectively, as approximations to the beginning point and the endpoint against which one can judge whether changes have occurred. Moreover, there is the ample documentation of intermediate stages, including Hellenistic Greek and the considerable, but still relatively underexamined, material of Byzantine and Medieval Greek, covering roughly the 4th to the 17th centuries AD, that allow one to trace the steps by which the unfolding of syntactic developments took place. Comparisons that can be made across the history of Greek fall into several types.
In one type of comparison, there is agreement between Classical and Modern Greek with regard to some structure, and moreover Hellenistic Greek shows the same structure. In such a case, therefore, there is continuity through these various stages of Greek. This situation is found, for instance, in some very general aspects of Greek morphosyntax, such as the consistent use across the centuries of the nominative case to mark surface subjects of finite verbs or the necessity for agreement between an adjective and a noun it modifies, as well as in lexically quite specific ones such as the occurrence of accusative case marking, and only accusative case, on the object of the preposition eis 'to, into' at all stages of Greek. 21 With regard to more fully syntactic phenomena, the pro-Drop phenomenon noted 20 Thus for the purposes of this discussion here, "Classical" can be taken to include Homeric Greek, despite the fact that Homer's language is in many respects significantly more archaic than Classical Attic Greek. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] and the typical way in which change emerges across the history of Greek. The case of control structures with 'try', however, is of particular interest for it turns out that certain aspects of their development seem not to fit into these usual patterns. From a methodological standpoint, such a case potentially would invalidate the use of Hellenistic Greek syntax as a checkpoint in the historical development of Greek syntax.
As shown in the previous section, 'try' in Hellenistic Greek, as represented by the verbs peirazó and peiraomai, is attested only with infinitival complements, and has a like-subject reading in most of its occurrences, with a somewhat different main verb meaning, on the order of 'aid in bringing about, facilitate', in its unlike-subject use; in Modern Greek, on the other hand, the corresponding verb prospaqó occurs only with finite complementation, the norm across all of Modern Greek, though it too can mean both 'try' in a like-subject sense or 'aid in bringing about' in an unlike-subject sense. Thus it would appear that there has been a change between Hellenistic Greek and Modern Greek regarding the complementation possibilities for both senses of the lexeme meaning 'try; facilitate'. At this point, this situation is quite parallel to others noted above, where an innovation has taken place between Hellenistic and Modern Greek.
However, the situation with 'try' in Classical Greek raises a question concerning the source and the chronology of the apparent innovation. In particular, even though 'try' in Classical Greek could take an infinitive as complement, with an empty subject interpreted as identical with the main-clause subject, there are examples in Classical Greek of a finite complement with peiráó 'try', as in (18a), and moreover, instances in which that finite complement has a different subject from the main clause, as in (18b) As the translation, following Lattimore 1951, indicates for (18b), the unlike-subject example seems to involve lexical semantics for the main verb somewhat akin to the 'facilitate' reading given above for unlike-subject prospaqó in Modern Greek. Thus there is actually diachronic stability between Classical Greek and Modern Greek with regard to the possibility of finite complementation with 'try', and in the particular lexical semantics associated in unlike-subject complementation with the verb that otherwise means 'try'.
However, Hellenistic Greek fits in here as being like Classical and Modern Greek only on the latter count, not on the possibility of finite complementation with the 'try'-verb. Thus in this regard, there is actually stability between an early stage (Classical Greek) and the present-day, but apparently no continuity through Hellenistic Greek, counter to the more usual patterns noted above and thus casting some doubt on the view of Hellenistic Greek as transitional between Ancient and Modern Greek.
There are several possible solutions to this problematic situation, however. First of all, it may simply be that all that is at issue here is an attestation problem, and that Hellenistic Greek actually did allow a Modern and Classical sort of finite complement structure with 'try' but there are simply no attested instances; attestation is, after all, a matter of chance, and thus there is no guarantee that a given feature has to be exemplified at all stages of any language one might examine. 23 Still, relying on such reasoning, however justifiable it may 23 Of course, problems associated with the vagaries of attestation are not just an issue for historical linguistics; they arise as well in the study of language acquisition, among other areas of inquiry. January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] be, is itself somewhat problematic since it is not falsifiable. Moreover, it has the appearance of being a mere dodge, a convenience rather than a real explanation.
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Second, it could be the case that two different changes occurred, one between Classical and Hellenistic Greek restricting the range of complement types that peiraó 'try' could occur in, and another between Hellenistic Greek and Modern Greek expanding this range (once again). This latter view is supported by the fact noted above that finite complementation was in the process of replacing nonfinite complementation in Hellenistic Greek, so that the Modern Greek complement-type must have become available with the verbs with these meanings at some point between the Hellenistic and Modern periods.
Moreover, prospaqó does not directly continue earlier peiráó but rather represents a lexical replacement and shift of meaning. Thus, if it is assumed that the range of complementation possibilities with a verb is to some extent a matter of lexical specification, 24 then one lexical change with 'try' is needed anyway; positing another change in lexically specified complementation possibilities is therefore not a difficult assumption to make. 25 Under this 24 Admittedly, as noted above, there are some semantic generalizations to be made as to which verbs hold out the longest with infinitival complements, there are cases of synonymous verbs that behave differently with regard to finite versus nonfinite complementation. For instance, eaó 'allow' takes only an infinitive in the New Testament whereas aphienai, with the same meaning, can occur with a finite hina-clause as complement. 2525 Although the retreat of the infinitive, giving way to finite complementation, shows a steady overall movement in the direction of the finite forms, if charted on a century-bycentury basis (see Joseph 1978 /1990 : Chapter 2, 1983 : Chapter 3, for some relevant discussion), there were occasional instances of the "rejuvenation" of the infinitive. Such is the case, for example, from a functional standpoint, with the innovative Circumstantial January, 2002) [http://linguisticdiscovery.dartmouth.edu/WebObjects/Linguistics] account, the lack of continuity may just be a mirage, as it were, reached by making a broad comparison of three different stages of Greek rather than a more graduated step-wise comparison; looked at pairwise, the comparisons between Classical and Hellenistic Greek and between Hellenistic and Modern Greek fit expected patterns. The importance of the lexicon for this aspect of control structures would be consistent with the general view espoused here in which control is tied to an aspect of the lexicon, i.e. a verb's lexical semantics, and not to some aspect of a verbal complement's abstract syntactic structure.
Earlier stages of Greek, and the transitions between them, thus have much to offer to the debate concerning the nature of control, pointing towards the lexically-based accounts of Comrie 1985 , Farkas 1988 , Ladusaw & Dowty 1988 , and Culicover & Jackendoff 2001 among others. At the same time, though, it must be admitted that much is indeterminate about the specifics of control in earlier stages of Greek and the changes that these constructions underwent, and will probably always remain so, given limitations inherent in historical syntactic investigations regarding access to crucial data and similar issues.
Thus, besides the value of the account given here for the proper analysis of control, there are methodological lessons to be learned as well concerning the practice of historical syntax.
Infinitive construction that arose and flourished in the 12 th to 14 th centuries in Medieval Greek (as discussed in Joseph op. cit., as well as Joseph 2000) . Therefore it is not at all unreasonable to posit that one verb might have innovatively adopted infinitive-only complementation on the way into Hellenistic Greek even in the face of a more general infinitive-replacement process that was gaining "steam", so to speak, in that same era.
Indeed, at least one construction-specific shift to greater infinitival usage did take place in the Hellenistic period, in the infinitive of purpose following verbs of motion; as noted by Blass-Debrunner (1961: §388) , this usage is expanded in Hellenistic Greek from its range of applicability in Classical Greek.
